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PlanPlan

General introduction General introduction 
Higgs and Dark sector in IDM Higgs and Dark sector in IDM 
Diffrent phases of UniverseDiffrent phases of Universe
Termal T2 evolution (short)Termal T2 evolution (short)
Beyond T2 evolution Beyond T2 evolution 
(effective potential approach)(effective potential approach)
→ → strenght of the phase transition    strenght of the phase transition    

towards electroweak baryogenesis towards electroweak baryogenesis 



  

  2HDM- great laboratory of BSM2HDM- great laboratory of BSM
   Inert Doublet Model (IDM)  provides DM and it is in 

agreement with present astrophysical and collider data 
including the 125 GeV  Higgs boson

   If today (T=0) Universe in the Inert phase what was in If today (T=0) Universe in the Inert phase what was in 
the past ?the past ?

   We have studied temperature dependent  Z2 sym. We have studied temperature dependent  Z2 sym. 
2HDM potential →  evolution of the inert vacuum and 2HDM potential →  evolution of the inert vacuum and 
sequences of different vacua in the past (one, two and sequences of different vacua in the past (one, two and 
three phase transitions)three phase transitions)

      - with leading T2 corrections (only m- with leading T2 corrections (only m22
iiii (T (T22))                        ))                        

                          
      - beyond T2 corrections  (to find strong enough first-order - beyond T2 corrections  (to find strong enough first-order 

phase transition needed for baryogenesis)                        phase transition needed for baryogenesis)                          
            (G. Gil Thesis'2011,   G.Gil, P. Chankowski, MK 1207.0084 [hep-ph])(G. Gil Thesis'2011,   G.Gil, P. Chankowski, MK 1207.0084 [hep-ph])

            

((PRD 82(2010)  GKKS,  I. Ginzburg and D. Sokołowska talks here)PRD 82(2010)  GKKS,  I. Ginzburg and D. Sokołowska talks here)



  

2HDM's

Potential                           YukawaPotential                           Yukawa

VacuumVacuum

SYMMETRIES!!!



  

Various models of Yukawa inter.
            typically with some Z2 type symmetry to avoid FCNC

  Model I Model I  - only one doublet - only one doublet  interacts with fermions interacts with fermions 
  Model II Model II – one doublet – one doublet   with down-type fermions with down-type fermions       d , ld , l
                                      other  other    with up-type fermions                uwith up-type fermions                u
  
Model III -  both doublets interact with fermionsModel III -  both doublets interact with fermions
Model IV (X)  - leptons interacts with one  Model IV (X)  - leptons interacts with one  
                                                  doublet,  quarks with the otherdoublet,  quarks with the other
Model Y  - one doubletModel Y  - one doublet  with down-type quarks with down-type quarks       dd

                                  otherother    with   up-type quarks     u and leptons  with   up-type quarks     u and leptons  
Top 2HDM – top only with one doubletTop 2HDM – top only with one doublet
Fermiophobic 2HDM – no coupling to the lightest HiggsFermiophobic 2HDM – no coupling to the lightest Higgs
                                                  + Extra dim 2HDM models + Extra dim 2HDM models 



  

2HDM Potential   2HDM Potential   (Lee'73)(Lee'73)

    V = V = ½λ½λ11(Φ₁†Φ₁)²+½λ₂(Φ₂†Φ₂)²+λ₃(Φ₁†Φ₁)(Φ₂†Φ₂)(Φ₁†Φ₁)²+½λ₂(Φ₂†Φ₂)²+λ₃(Φ₁†Φ₁)(Φ₂†Φ₂)

            + λ₄(Φ₁†Φ₂)(Φ₂†Φ₁)+½ [λ₅(Φ₁†Φ₂)²+h.c]+ λ₄(Φ₁†Φ₂)(Φ₂†Φ₁)+½ [λ₅(Φ₁†Φ₂)²+h.c]

            + + [(λ₆(Φ₁†Φ₁)+λ₇(Φ₂†Φ₂))(Φ₁†Φ₂)+h.c][(λ₆(Φ₁†Φ₁)+λ₇(Φ₂†Φ₂))(Φ₁†Φ₂)+h.c]

            - ½m²₁₁(Φ₁†Φ₁)- ½m²₂₂(Φ₂†Φ₂)- ½[- ½m²₁₁(Φ₁†Φ₁)- ½m²₂₂(Φ₂†Φ₂)- ½[m²₁₂(Φ₁†Φ₂)+h.c.m²₁₂(Φ₁†Φ₂)+h.c.]]

    Z₂  symmetry transformation: Φ₁ Φ₁  Φ₂  - Φ₂→ →Z₂  symmetry transformation: Φ₁ Φ₁  Φ₂  - Φ₂→ →
        Hard Z₂ symmetry violation: Hard Z₂ symmetry violation: λ₆, λ₇ termsλ₆, λ₇ terms
          Soft  Z₂ symmetry violation: Soft  Z₂ symmetry violation: m²₁₂m²₁₂ term       (Re  term       (Re m²₁₂=µ²m²₁₂=µ²))
          Explicit Z₂  symmetry in V:  Explicit Z₂  symmetry in V:  λ₆, λ₇, λ₆, λ₇, m²₁₂=0m²₁₂=0



  

Possible extrema (vacuum) states Possible extrema (vacuum) states 
                                                                   for V with explicit Z for V with explicit Z22  

                                                                
The most general stateThe most general state
                                                                                                                                                    vvSS, v, vDD, u, u - real  - real 

                                                                                                                                                        vvS S , u  , u   0 0

                                                                                                                                  vv22=v=vSS
22+v+vDD

22+u+u22==(246 GeV)(246 GeV)22

    EWs  EWs                                                                                     EWs   EWs               u =0   v u =0   vDD =v =vSS= 0 = 0 
  Inert               Inert                                                  I I1 1            u = 0  v         u = 0  vDD = 0  = 0 
  Inert-like           Inert-like                                          I I22            u = 0  v        u = 0  vSS = 0  = 0 
  MixedMixed (Normal, (Normal, MSSM like MSSM like)) M M          u           u = 0= 0
  
  ChargeCharge Breaking              Breaking             ChCh         u         u≠≠0   v0   vDD =0  =0 

                                                      



  

Various extrema (vacua) on (Various extrema (vacua) on (λλ44 ,  , λλ55) plane ) plane 
    Positivity constrains: Positivity constrains: λλ4 4 ± ± λλ5 5 >> - X   X= - X   X=λλ11λλ22+λ+λ33>0>0  

                                                                                                              Inert Inert (Inert-like)(Inert-like)
                                                                                                                Y = MY = MH+H+

22 2/v 2/v22  

                                                                                                                    Charge         Charge         
                                                       Breaking Ch                                                       Breaking Ch

                                                                                            
MixedMixed                                                                                              
  
    
  
Note the overlap of the Inert  with M and Ch !Note the overlap of the Inert  with M and Ch !              

                                                                                                                                                      
                                                                

  
  



  

                                      TODAY   TODAY   
2HDM with explicit  Z2HDM with explicit  Z22  (D)  symmetry   (D)  symmetry   

                    ΦΦSS  Φ→  Φ→ SS  Φ  ΦDD - Φ→- Φ→ DD  

                                                              Model I  (Yukawa int. with ΦModel I  (Yukawa int. with ΦSS only) only)
       Charge breaking phase Ch?Charge breaking phase Ch?
                    photon is massive, el.charge is not conserved...photon is massive, el.charge is not conserved...
                                                           →                                                            → NoNo
     Neutral phases: Neutral phases: 
                  Mixed M Mixed M      ok, many data,  but no DM      ok, many data,  but no DM 
                  Inert I1Inert I1        OK! In agreement with accelerator          OK! In agreement with accelerator  
                                                          and astrophysical data (neutral DM)and astrophysical data (neutral DM)

                  Inert-like I2Inert-like I2  No, all fermions  No, all fermions  masslessmassless, , no DMno DM

                                                                      



  

Inert Doublet Model  Inert Doublet Model  
                Symmetry under  ZSymmetry under  Z22  transf.     transf.   ΦΦSS  →  → ΦΦSS      ΦΦDD - →- → ΦΦDD  
                both in L (V and Yukawa interaction = Model I only both in L (V and Yukawa interaction = Model I only ΦΦSS))
                and in the vacuum:and in the vacuum:

                                    ΦΦSS  as in SM (as in SM (BEHBEH), with ), with HiggsHiggs boson h (SM-like) boson h (SM-like)
                                    ΦΦDD has  has   no vevno vev, with 4 scalars (no Higgs bosons!), with 4 scalars (no Higgs bosons!)
                                              no interaction with fermions  (no interaction with fermions  (inertinert  doublet)  doublet)

    Here ZHere Z2 2 symmetry exact →Zsymmetry exact →Z22 parity, only  parity, only ΦΦDD has odd  has odd ZZ22-parity-parity
               →                 →  The lightest scalar stable -a dark matter candidateThe lightest scalar stable -a dark matter candidate
                                              ((ΦΦDD  dark doublet with dark scalars) .) .

                                

Today? 

<<ΦΦSS  >= v>= v <<ΦΦDD>= 0>= 0

Ma'78
Barbieri'06

Φ₁ Φ→ S Higgs doublet S              Φ₂ Φ→Φ₂ Φ→ DD  Dark doublet D doublet D

Inert 
vacuum I1



  

Constraining Inert Doublet Model Constraining Inert Doublet Model 
 Positivity,extrema,vacua,pert. unitarity, S, TPositivity,extrema,vacua,pert. unitarity, S, T
 By consideringBy considering  properties of properties of 
            - the SM-like h, - the SM-like h, M2

h= m11
2 = 1 v2     

      - the dark scalars  Dthe dark scalars  D
                  always in pairs! always in pairs! 
                            

                          
      

                      DD couple to V = W/Z (eg. AZH, H couple to V = W/Z (eg. AZH, H⁻ ⁻ WW ⁺⁺H),  not  DVV!H),  not  DVV!
                          Quartic selfcouplings DQuartic selfcouplings D44  proportional to proportional to   

                          hopeless to be measured at colliders! (→ D. Sokołowska talk)

             Couplings with Higgs:  hHH ~ 
h H+H- = ~ 

(Ma'2006,..B. Świeżewska, 
Thesis2011, 1112.4356, 
1112.5086[hep-ph] and  talk)





  

Evolution of the Universe in 2HDM–Evolution of the Universe in 2HDM–
    through different vacua in the pas    through different vacua in the past t 

    We consider 2HDM with an explicit D (ZWe consider 2HDM with an explicit D (Z2 2 ))
symmetry assuming that today the symmetry assuming that today the Inert Doublet Inert Doublet 
ModelModel describes reality  describes reality 

                                          
      Yukawa interaction – Yukawa interaction – Model I Model I →→
                                                                all fermions couple only to all fermions couple only to   ΦΦSS

                  
Ginzburg, Ivanov, Kanishev 2009
Ginzburg, Kanishev, Krawczyk, 
Sokołowska 2010, Sokołowska 2011



  

FFrom the EW symmetric phaserom the EW symmetric phase
to the INERT phase in T2 approximationto the INERT phase in T2 approximation

In the simplest T2 approximation only In the simplest T2 approximation only mass termsmass terms
in V vary with temperature in V vary with temperature 
like Tlike T22, , 
while while lambdaslambdas are fixed are fixed

Ginzburg, Kanishev, MK, 
Sokołowska Phys. Rev D 2010

Various scenarios possible
in one, two or three steps,
with  1st or 2nd type phase 
transitions → Sokołowska talk



  

Phase diagram (Phase diagram (μμ11,,μμ22) ) 
                                                                            μi=mii

2/√λi

R>1

Stability condition

T2 corrections
→ rays from 
EW s to Inert 
phase 

3 regions of R



  

Phase diagrams Phase diagrams 

0>R>-11>R>0



  

Transitions to the Inert phaseTransitions to the Inert phase
beyond T2 correctionsbeyond T2 corrections

We applied one-loop effective potential at T=0We applied one-loop effective potential at T=0
(Coleman-Wienberg term) and temperature dependent(Coleman-Wienberg term) and temperature dependent
effective potential at Teffective potential at T≠≠0 (with sum of ring diagrams)0 (with sum of ring diagrams)

counter 
terms → number of states

mass matrices 



  

Fixing counterterms Fixing counterterms 
We require that v1=v1(tree)We require that v1=v1(tree)
and that h field propagator has a pole for tree-level and that h field propagator has a pole for tree-level 
mass-squared Mmass-squared Mhh

22

Then we put conditions on λ345 (hHH), λ 2(HHHH)



  

One-loop temperature One-loop temperature 
dependent effective potentialdependent effective potential

both for B and F



  

Effective T=0 potentialEffective T=0 potential

λ345=0.2,
λ 2=0.2

Mh=125 GeV

MH=65 GeV

MH+=MA=
500,450,400,300 
GeVṼ

500

300
300

v2(D)=0

Critical temperature TEW: V at new minimum = V at   v1(s)=v2(D)=0 



  

Phases at T=0Phases at T=0

Xenon100 bound λ345



  

Strength of the phase transitionStrength of the phase transition

We are looking for parameter space of IDM We are looking for parameter space of IDM 
which allows for a strong first order phase which allows for a strong first order phase 
transition transition 

being in agreement with collider and astro-being in agreement with collider and astro-
physical dataphysical data

We focus on medium DM, with MH We focus on medium DM, with MH « « v,heavy v,heavy 
degenerated  A and H+ and Mdegenerated  A and H+ and Mhh=125 GeV =125 GeV 

v(TEW)/TEW

v(TEW)/TEW > 1



  

Results for v(TResults for v(TEWEW)/T)/TEWEW    

EWs → I1

Xenon100 bound

EWs → I2 → I1

Mh=125 GeV, MH=65 GeV, λ2=0.2

λ345

Allowed 
MH+=MA 
between 275 
and 380 GeV
(one step)



  

TTEW EW as a function ofas a function of    λλ345345



  

Role of  Coleman-Weinberg Role of  Coleman-Weinberg 
termterm



  

ConclusionConclusion

Strong first order phase transition in IDM possible Strong first order phase transition in IDM possible 
for realistic mass of Higgs boson (125 GeV) for realistic mass of Higgs boson (125 GeV) 

      and DM (~65 GeV) for and DM (~65 GeV) for 
1/ heavy (degenerate)  H+ and A with mass 1/ heavy (degenerate)  H+ and A with mass 
      275 -380 GeV275 -380 GeV
2/ low value of hHH coupling 2/ low value of hHH coupling 
                                          3/ Coleman-Weinberg term important3/ Coleman-Weinberg term important

|λ345| < 0.1

Our results in agreement with recent papers on IDM
Borach, Cline 1204.4722
Chowdhury et al 1110.5334 (DM as a trigger of strong EW PT) 
(on 2HDM Cline et al, 1107.3559 and Kozhusko..1106.0790)



  

D. Borach, J. Cline D. Borach, J. Cline 
Inert Doublet DM with Strong EW Inert Doublet DM with Strong EW 
phase transition 1204.4722[hep-ph]phase transition 1204.4722[hep-ph]
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